Abstract-Superpixel segmentation has become an important research problem in image processing. In this paper, we propose an Iterative Spanning Forest (ISF) framework, based on sequences of Image Foresting Transforms, where one can choose i) a seed sampling strategy, ii) a connectivity function, iii) an adjacency relation, and iv) a seed pixel recomputation procedure to generate improved sets of connected superpixels (supervoxels in 3D) per iteration. The superpixels in ISF structurally correspond to spanning trees rooted at those seeds. We present five ISF methods to illustrate different choices of its components. These methods are compared with approaches from the state-of-the-art in effectiveness and efficiency. The experiments involve 2D and 3D datasets with distinct characteristics, and a high level application, named sky image segmentation. The theoretical properties of ISF are demonstrated in the supplementary material and the results show that some of its methods are competitive with or superior to the best baselines in effectiveness and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
UPERPIXELS has emerged as an important topic in image processing. They group pixels into perceptually meaningful atomic regions [1] . A superpixel can be conceived as a region of similar and connected pixels. Since all the pixels in the same superpixel exhibit similar characteristics, superpixel primitives are computationally much more efficient than their pixel counterparts. It is also expected that the image objects be defined by the union of their superpixels. Satisfied this property, superpixels can be used for a variety of applications: medical image segmentation [2] , sky segmentation [3] , motion segmentation [4] , multi-class object segmentation [5] , [6] , object detection [7] , spatiotemporal saliency detection [8] , target tracking [9] , and depth estimation [10] .
In this paper, we propose an Iterative Spanning Forest (ISF) framework for generating connected superpixels with no overlap, conforming to a hard segmentation. Our framework is based on sequences of Image Foresting Transforms (IFTs) [11] and has four components, namely, i) a seed sampling strategy, ii) a connectivity function, iii) an adjacency relation, and iv) a seed recomputation procedure. Each iteration of the ISF algorithm executes one IFT from a distinct seed set, yielding to a sequence of segmentation results that improve along the iterations until convergence. In order to illustrate the framework, we present i) a mixed seed sampling strategy based on normalized Shannon entropy, the standard grid sampling, and a regional-minima-based sampling; ii) three connectivity functions; iii) two adjacency relations, 4-neighborhood in 2D and 6-neighborhood in 3D; and iv) two seed recomputation procedures. The mixed sampling strategy aims at estimating higher number of seeds in more heterogeneous regions in order to improve boundary adherence. Grid sampling tends to produce more regularly distributed superpixels and the regional-minima-based strategy aims at solving superpixel segmentation in a single IFT iteration. Two connectivity functions allow to control the balance between boundary adherence and superpixel regularity, and the third one maximizes boundary adherence regardless to superpixel regularity. Both adjacency relations guarantee the connectivity between pixels and their corresponding seeds (i.e., a result consistent with the superpixel definition). For seed recomputation, we present procedures that exploit color and spatial information, and color information only. At each iteration, the IFT algorithm propagates paths from each seed to pixels that are more closely connected to that seed than to any other, according to a given connectivity function. The resulting superpixels are spanning trees rooted at those seeds.
Boundary adherence and superpixel regularity are inversely related properties. Some works have mentioned the importance of superpixel regularity -i.e., of obtaining compact [12] and regularly distributed [13] , [14] superpixels. However, the need for superpixel regularity in high level applications requires a more careful study. Given that the image objects must be represented by the union of its superpixels, boundary adherence is certainly the most important property. Figure 1 shows segmentation results with the same input number (300) of superpixels for one of the ISF methods, SLIC (Simple Linear Iterative Clustering) [1] , and LSC (Linear Spectral Clustering) [15] . Note that ISF can preserve more accurately the object borders as compared to SLIC and LSC.
For validation, we first select four 2D image datasets that represent scenarios with distinct characteristics. The ISF methods are compared with five approaches from the state-of-theart: SLIC [1] , LSC [15] , ERS (Entropy Rate Superpixel) [16] , LRW (Lazy Random Walk) [17] , and Waterpixels [18] . We also add a hybrid approach that combines ISF with the fastest among them, SLIC. Effectiveness is evaluated by plots with varying number of superpixels of the most commonly used boundary adherence measures in superpixel segmentation: Boundary Recall (BR), as implemented in [1] , and Undersegmentation Error (UE), as implemented in [19] . Since SLIC is the only baseline with 3D implementation, we compare the effectiveness of ISF, SLIC, and the hybrid SLIC-ISF on the 3D segmentation of three objects -left brain hemisphere, right brain hemisphere, and cerebellum -from volumetric MR (Magnetic Resonance) images. This experiment uses the most effective ISF method for this application and effectiveness is measured by f-score for three segmentation resolutions (low, medium, and high numbers of supervoxels). Another experiment involves a high level application, named sky image segmentation, in which the label assignment to the superpixels is decided by an independent and automatic algorithm. We measure the f-score for varying number of superpixels using SLIC (the fastest baseline), LSC (the most competitive baseline), and the most effective ISF method for this application.
For efficiency evaluation, we compare the processing time for varying number of superpixels among one of the ISF methods, SLIC-ISF, SLIC, and the two most competitive baselines in effectiveness, LSC and ERS. In Section II, we discuss the related works. The ISF framework and five ISF methods are presented in Section III. In this section, we also present the general ISF algorithm, discusses implementation issues, and provide the link for its code. Section IV presents the experimental results and the ISF theoretical properties are demonstrated in the supplementary material. Section V states conclusion and discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Most superpixel segmentation approaches adopt a clustering algorithm and/or a graph-based algorithm to address the problem in one or multiple iterations of seed estimation. Several of these methods cannot guarantee connected superpixels: SLIC (Simple Linear Interative Clustering) [1] , LSC (Linear Spectral Clustering) [15] , Vcells (Edge-Weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations) [20] , LRW (Lazy Random Walks) [17] , ERS (Entropy Rate Superpixels) [16] , and DBSCAN (Densitybased spatial clustering of applications with noise) [21] . Connected superpixels in these methods are usually obtained by merging regions, as a post-processing step, which can reduce the number of desired superpixels.
Some representative graph-based algorithms include Normalized Cuts [13] , an approach based on minimum spanning tree [22] , a method using optimal path via graph cuts [14] , an energy minimization framework which can also yield supervoxels [23] , the watershed transform from seeds [24] , [25] , [18] , and approaches based on random walk [16] , [17] . Normalized cuts can generate more compact and more regular superpixels. However, as shown in [1] , it performs below par in boundary adherence with respect to other methods. The problem with the algorithm in [22] is exactly the opposite. The resulting superpixels can conform to object boundaries, but they are very irregular in size and shape. Similar effect happens in these graph-based watershed algorithms [24] , [25] . An exception is the waterpixel approach [18] that enforces compactness by using a modified gradient image. However, these algorithms try to solve the segmentation problem from a single seed set (e.g., seeds are selected from the regional minima of a gradient image). Due to the absence of seed recomputation and/or quality of the image gradient, they usually miss important object boundaries. The performance of the method described in [14] depends on the pre-computed boundary maps, which is not guaranteed to be the best in all cases. The authors in [23] actually suggest two methods for generating compact and constant-intensity superpixels. In [16] , the authors use entropy rate of a random walk on a graph and a balancing term for superpixel segmentation. The method yields good segmentation results, but it involves a greedy strategy for optimization. In [17] , the authors show that the lazy random walk produces better results, but the method has initialization and optimization steps, both requiring the computation of the commute time, which tends to adversely affect the total execution time.
ISF falls in the category of graph-based algorithms as a particular case of a more general framework [11] -the Image Foresting Transform (IFT). The IFT is a framework for the design of image operators based on connectivity, such as distance and geodesic transforms, morphological reconstructions, multiscale skeletonization, image description, regionand boundary-based image segmentation methods [26] , [24] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , with extensions to clustering and classification [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] . As discussed in [39] , by choice of the connectivity function, the IFT algorithm computes a watershed transform from a set of seeds that corresponds to a graph cut in which the minimum gradient value in the cut is maximized. From [25] , it is known that the watershed transform from seeds is equivalent to a cut in a minimum-spanning tree (MST). That is, the removal of the arc with maximum weight from the single path in the MST that connects each pair of seeds results a minimum-spanning forest (i.e., a watershed cut). Such a graph cut tends to be better than the normalized cut in boundary adherence, but worse in superpixel regularity.
In the evolution of superpixel segmentation methods, it is also worth mentioning Mean-Shift [40] , Quick-Shift [41] , turbopixels [42] , SLIC [1] , geometric flow [43] , LSC [15] , and DBSCAN [21] . The Mean-Shift method produces irregular and loose superpixels whereas the Quick-Shift algorithm does not allow an user to choose the number of superpixels. The turbopixel-based approaches can produce good superpixels, but are computationally complex. Ç iǧla and Atalan [44] used connected k-means algorithm with convexity constraints to achieve superpixel segmentation via speeded-up turbopixels. The method is still bit slow, and, as claimed by the authors, fails to provide good boundary recall for complex images. SLIC is by far the most commonly used superpixel method [1] . It uses a regular grid for seed sampling. Once chosen, the seeds are transferred to the lowest gradient position within a small neighborhood. Finally, a modified k-means algorithm is used to cluster the remaining pixels. This algorithm was shown to perform better than many other methods (e.g., [42] , [13] , [22] , [23] , [41] ). However, the k-means algorithm searches for pixels within a 2S × 2S window around each seed, where S is the grid interval. For a non-regular seed distribution, some pixels may not be reached by any seed. Indeed, this might happen from the second iteration on and this labeling inconsistency problem is only solved by post-processing. In [43] , Wang et al. proposed a geometric-flow-based method of superpixel generation. The method has high computational complexity as it involves computation of the geodesic distance and several iterations. LSC [15] and DBSCAN [21] are among the most recent approaches. LSC models the segmentation problem using Normalized Cuts, but it applies an efficient approximate solution using a weighted k-means algorithm to generate superpixels. DBSCAN performs fast pixel grouping based on color similarity with geometric restrictions, and then merges small clusters to ensure connected superpixels.
A first method based on the ISF framework appeared in [45] and has been successfully used in a high level application [33] . It is considered in our experiments.
III. THE ISF FRAMEWORK
An ISF method results from the choice of each component: inital seed selection, connectivity function, adjacency relation, and seed recomputation strategy. The ISF algorithm is a sequence of Image Foresting Transforms (IFTs) from improved seed pixel sets (Section III-A). For initial seed selection, we propose either grid or mixed entropy-based seed sampling as effective strategies (Section III-B). The closest minima of a gradient image to seeds obtained by grid sampling is also evaluated in an attempt to solve the problem in a single iteration. Examples of connectivity functions and adjacency relations for 2D and 3D segmentations are presented in Sections III-C and III-D, respectively. Two strategies for seed recomputation are described in Section III-E. The ISF algorithm is presented in Section III-G and its theoretical properties are demonstrated in the supplementary material. Section III-H discusses implementation issues and provides the link to the code.
A. Image Foresting Transform
An image can be interpreted as a graph G = (I, A), whose pixels in the image domain I ⊂ Z n are the nodes and pixel pairs (s, t) that satisfy the adjacency relation A ⊂ I × I are the arcs (e.g., 4-neighbors when n = 2). We use t ∈ A(s) and (s, t) ∈ A to indicate that t is adjacent to s.
For a given image graph G = (I, A), a path π t = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n = t is a sequence of adjacent pixels with terminus t. A path is trivial when π t = t . A path π t = π s · s, t indicates the extension of a path π s by an arc (s, t). When we want to explicitly indicate the origin of a path, the notation π s t = t 1 = s, t 2 , . . . , t n = t is used, where s stands for the origin and t for the destination node. A predecessor map is a function P that assigns to each pixel t in I either some other adjacent pixel in I, or a distinctive marker nil not in I -in which case t is said to be a root of the map. A spanning forest (image segmentation) is a predecessor map which contains no cycles -i.e., one which takes every pixel to nil in a finite number of iterations. For any pixel t ∈ I, a spanning forest P defines a path π P t recursively as t if P (t) = nil, and π
A connectivity (path-cost) function computes a value f (π t ) for any path π t , including trivial paths π t = t . A path π t is optimum if f (π t ) ≤ f (τ t ) for any other path τ t in Π G (the set of paths in G). By assigning to each pixel t ∈ I one optimum path with terminus t, we obtain an optimal mapping C, which is uniquely defined by C(t) = min ∀πt in Π G {f (π t )}. The Image Foresting Transform (IFT) [11] takes an image graph G = (I, A), and a connectivity function f ; and assigns one optimum path π t to every pixel t ∈ I such that an optimum-path forest P is obtained -i.e., a spanning forest where all paths are optimum. However, f must satisfy certain conditions, as described in [46] , otherwise, the paths may not be optimum.
In ISF, all seeds are forced to be the roots of the forest by choice of f , in order to obtain a desired number of superpixels. For any given seed set S, each superpixel will be represented by its respective tree in the spanning forest P as computed by the IFT algorithm.
B. Seed Sampling Strategies
Any natural image contains a lot of heterogeneity. Some parts of the image can have really small variations in intensity whereas some parts in the image can show significant variations. So, it is but natural to choose more seeds from a more non-uniform region of an image. However, having a grid structure for the seeds is also essential to conform to the regularity of the superpixels. The proposed mixed sampling strategy achieves both the goals. We use a two-level quadtree representation of an input 2D image. The heterogeneity of each quadrant (Q) is captured using Normalized Shannon Entropy (NSE(Q)). This is given by
Here n denotes the total number of intensity levels in the quadrant Q and p i is the probability of occurrence of the intensity i in the quadrant Q. For color images, we deem the lightness component in the Lab color model as the intensity of a pixel. Normalizing the entropy ensures that the N SE(Q) ∈ [0, 1]. At the first level in the quad-tree, we compute the normalized Shannon entropies for each quadrant and also obtain the mean µ(N SE) and the standard deviation σ(N SE) of the four values. If the value of entropy for any quadrant exceeds the mean by one standard deviation, i.e., if
, then we further divide the region in the next level into four quadrants. We then compute the NSE values for the new quadrants at the second level. Once, the two-level quad-tree representation is complete, we assign the number of seeds to be selected from each region as proportional to their NSE values. Finally, the seeds from each region are picked based on the grid sampling strategy. So, we essentially perform local grid sampling for each leaf node in the two-level quad-tree. This procedure may improve boundary recall with respect to grid sampling, depending on the dataset. In addition to grid and mixed sampling strategies, we have also evaluated seed selection based on the reduction of the seed set generated by grid sampling to the set of the closest regional minima in a gradient image.
C. Connectivity Functions
We consider the computation of the IFT with two pathcost functions that only guarantee a spanning forest, f 1 (Equation 3) and f 2 (Equation 4), and a third one, f 3 (Equation 5 ), that guarantees an optimum-path forest. The spanning forest in f 1 and f 2 might not be optimum, because the path costs depend on path-root properties [46] . However, these functions can efficiently deal with the problem of intensity heterogeneity [27] .
The seed sampling approach (e.g. grid or mixed) defines an initial seed set S, such that for each seed pixel s j ∈ S at coordinate (x j , y j ), its color representation in the Lab color space is given I(
T . A path-cost function f is defined by a trivial-path cost initialization rule and an extended-path cost assignment rule. We present three instances of f , denoted as f 1 , f 2 and f 3 , with trivial-path initialization rule given by
They differ in the extended-path cost assignment rule, as follows.
where α ≥ 0, β ≥ 1, and
T is the color vector at pixel t.
where M (s j ) is the mean color, computed inside the superpixel of the previous iteration, which contains the new seed s j (M (s j ) = I(s j ) at the first iteration).
where D(t) is the value of the gradient image in the pixel t.
At the end of the IFT algorithm, each superpixel will be represented by its respective tree in the spanning forest P . After that, an update step adjusts the roots (new seeds) of the spanning trees.
For paths π t1 tn = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , n > 1, and additive path-cost function f (π t1 tn ) = i=1,2,...,n−1 {w(t i , t i+1 )}, w(t i , t i+1 ) ≥ 0, the minimization of the cost map imposes too much shape regularity on superpixels, by avoiding adherence to image boundaries. On the other hand, f (π t1 tn ) = max i=1,2,...,n−1 {w(t i , t i+1 )} (Equation 5, for w(t i , t i+1 ) = D(t i+1 )) provokes high adherence to image boundaries, but also possible leakings when delineating poorly defined parts of the boundaries. The path-cost function f (π t1 tn ) = i=1,2,...,n−1 {w(t i , t i+1 ) β }, β > 1, represents a compromise between the previous two. We fix β = 12 in all experiments to approximate the effect of high adherence to image boundaries with considerably reduced leaking in superpixel segmentation. The arc weight w(
for s j = t 1 ), penalizes paths that cross image boundaries, but the choice of α provides the compromise between the shape regularity on superpixels, as imposed by the spatial connectivity component t n−1 , t n in Equations 3 and 4, and the high boundary adherence of i=1,2,...,n−1 {w(t i , t i+1 ) β } for β = 12. The choice of α is then optimized to maximize performance in BR and UE, without compromising too much the regularity of the superpixels (as it happens with f 3 ).
D. Adjacency Relation
The popular choices for adjacency relation are 4-or 8-neighborhood in 2D and 6-or 26-neighborhood in 3D in order to ensure connected superpixels (supervoxels). We prefer simple symmetric adjacency of 4-neighborhood in 2D and 6-neighborhood in 3D. This choice helps in the regularity of the superpixels/supervoxels.
E. Seed Recomputation
We next discuss the automated seed recomputation strategy. Let s t i be the i th superpixel root (seed) at iteration t and its feature vector defined as [l T . We select s t i either as the pixel of the superpixel whose color is the most similar to the mean color of the superpixel or as the pixel of the superpixel that is the closest to its geometric center. During the subsequent IFT computations, we only recompute the seed s t+1 i if:
or
where µ c and µ s are the average color and spatial distances to seed s 
F. Five Different ISF Methods
We present five ISF methods. The first two use function f 1 , ISF-GRID-ROOT is based on grid sampling and ISF-MIX-ROOT is based on mixed sampling. They recompute seeds as the pixel inside each superpixel whose color is the closest to the mean color of the superpixel. The third and fourth methods use function f 2 , ISF-GRID-MEAN is based on grid sampling and ISF-MIX-MEAN is based on mixed sampling. They recompute seeds as the pixel inside each superpixel whose position is the closest to the geometric center of the superpixel. In [45] , we presented ISF-GRID-MEAN.
We now discuss the fifth superpixel generation method, called ISF-REGMIN, that uses the path-cost function f 3 . ISF-REGMIN is designed to be fast, as it uses only a single iteration of the IFT algorithm with no seed recomputation. This method initially performs grid sampling to set the seeds. Then, the seeds are substituted by any pixel at the closest regional minimum, computed in the gradient image.
It is important to note that the ISF methods do not require a post-processing step as the connectivity is already guaranteed by design. Superpixel label map Ls. AUXILIARY: State map S, priority queue Q, predecessor map P , cost map C, root map R and superpixel mean color array M .
For each t ∈ I, do 4.
For each t ∈ S, do 8.
Ls(t) ← label, label ← label + 1 10.
Insert t in Q, S(t) ← Gray 11.
If iter = 0, then 12.
M (t) ← I(t) 13.
While Q = ∅, do 14.
Remove s from Q such that C(s) is minimum 15.
S(s) ← Black 16.
For each t ∈ A(s), such that S(t) = Black , do 17.
If c < C(t), then 19.
Set P (t) ← s, R(t) ← R(s) 20.
Set C(t) ← c, Ls(t) ← Ls(s)
21.
If S(t) = Gray, then 22.
Update position of t in Q 23. Else 24.
Insert t in Q 25.
S(t) ← Gray 26.
S, M ← RecomputeSeeds(S,Î, Ls) 27.
iter ← iter + 1 28. Return Ls Line 1 initializes the auxiliary variable iter (iteration number). The loop in Line 2 stops when the maximum number of iterations is achieved. Lines 3-5 initialize the values for the predecessor, root, state and cost maps for all image pixels. The state map S indicates by S(t) = W hite that a pixel t was never visited (never inserted in the priority queue Q), by S(t) = Gray that t has been visited and is still in Q, and by S(t) = Black that t has been processed (removed from Q). Lines 7-12 initialize the cost and label maps and insert the seeds in Q. The seeds are labeled with consecutive integer numbers in the superpixel label map L s . Lines 13-25 perform the label propagation process. First, we remove the pixels s that have minimum path cost in Q. Then the loop in Lines 16-25 evaluates if a path with terminus s extended to its adjacent t is cheaper than the current path with terminus t and cost C(t). If that is the case, s is assigned as the predecessor of t and the root of s is assigned to the root of t 
H. Implementation issues and available code
In general, using a priority queue as a binary heap, each execution of the IFT algorithm takes time O(N log N ) for N = |I| pixels (linearithmic time). Given that the time to recompute seeds is linear, the complexity of the ISF framework using a binary heap is linearithmic, independently of the number of superpixels. For integer path costs, such as in ISF-REGMIN, it is possible to reduce the IFT execution time to O(N ) using a priority queue based on bucket sorting [26] .
For efficient implementation, we use a new variant, as proposed in [48] , of the Differential Image Foresting Transform (DIFT) algorithm [49] . This algorithm is able to update the spanning forest by revisiting only pixels of the regions modified in a given iteration iter > 1. The efficient implementation of ISF is available at www.ic.unicamp.br/ ∼ afalcao/downloads. html.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the methods based on effectiveness in 2D and 3D image datasets, effectiveness in a high level application, and efficiency.
A. Effectiveness in 2D and 3D datasets
We first measure the effectiveness of the methods in Boundary Recall (BR) (as implemented in [1] ) and Undersegmentation Error (UE) (as implemented in [19] ) using plots with varying number of superpixels on four 2D datasets: Berkeley [50] (300 natural images), Birds [47] (50 natural images), Grabcut [51] (50 natural images), and Liver (50 CT slice images of the abdomen). The objects in Birds are fine and elongated structures and the images of the liver are grayscale.
The ISF methods are compared with five approaches from the state-of-the-art: SLIC (Simple Linear Interative Clustering) [1] 1 , LSC (Linear Spectral Clustering) [15] 2 , ERS (Entropy Rate Superpixel) [16] , LRW (Lazy Random Walk) [17] 3 , and Waterpixels [18] . Except for ISF-REGMIN, the remaining ISF methods are competitive among themselves with some differences in effectiveness. Therefore, in order to avoid busy and confusing plots, we present the effectiveness of two of the best ISF methods (10 iterations), ISF-GRID-ROOT and ISF-MIX-MEAN, for each dataset. We maintain ISF-REGMIN in the plots, because it (a) uses an integer path cost function, which allows fast computation in time proportional to the number of pixels and independent of the number of seeds (superpixels), (b) does not require seed recomputation, and even being the simplest among the ISF methods, (c) it shows consistently better effectiveness than its counterpart, Waterpixels [18] . We also include a fast hybrid approach, namely SLIC-ISF, that combines 10 iterations of SLIC for seed estimation, followed by 2 iterations of ISF, to show that it is competitive with the other ISF methods in most datasets. Figures 3-6 show the results of this first round of experiments, using α = 0.5 and β = 12 for the ISF methods that use f 1 or f 2 .
Although LSC presents the best performance (the highest BR and the lowest UE) in Berkeley, the same is not observed in the other three datasets. For Birds, Grabcut, and Liver, the best methods are ISF-GRID-ROOT, ISF-GRID-ROOT (being equivalent to ISF-MIX-MEAN), and ISF-MIX-MEAN, respectively. In Berkeley, ISFMIX-MEAN performs second best in BR and SLIC-ISF performs second best in UE. ISF-REGMIN is consistenly better than Waterpixels in both BR and UE for all datasets. ERS performs well in Berkeley, but its performance is not competitive in the other three datasets. Although SLIC is the fastest and most used method, its performance is far from being competitive in all datasets. Among the baselines, LSC is the most competitive with the ISF methods. However, it seems that the performance of LSC in UE can be negatively affected for thin and elongated objects, such as birds. Except for Berkeley, SLIC-ISF presents better performance than ERS in BR and UE.
In conclusion, one cannot say that there is a winner for all datasets, but it is clear that ISF can produce highly effective methods with different performances depending on the dataset. In Birds, Grabcut, and Liver, ISF shows better effectiveness than the most competitive baseline, LSC. This shows the importance of obtaining connected superpixels with no need for post-processing. The performance of LSC in UE is usually inferior when compared to its performance in BR. Birds dataset is clearly a case in the point. Indeed, LSC produces less regular superpixels with high BR. In sky image segmentation, as we will see, this property of LSC considerably impairs its effectiveness. Between ISF-GRID-ROOT and ISF-MIX-MEAN, we can say that ISF-MIX-MEAN provides better results in most datasets, including the application of sky image segmentation. We believe this is related to the advantages in effectiveness of mix sampling over grid sampling. Figure 7 then illustrates the quality of the segmentation in images from three datasets using the best ISF method for the dataset, the fastest approach, SLIC, and the most competitive baseline, LSC. Additionaly, we show the ISF method with a choice of α = 0.12 that produces more regular superpixels without compromising its performance in BR and UE. This simply shows that by choice of α, ISF can control superpixel regularity. comparison between the best ISF method for this application (ISF-GRID-MEAN with α = 0.1), the only baseline with 3D implementation (SLIC), and the hybrid approach (SLIC-ISF) on volumetric MR images of the brain. In this dataset, there are three objects of interest: cerebellum, left and right brain hemispheres (Figure 8a ). Segmentation creates supervoxels as shown in Figure 8b . Supervoxels with more than 50% of their voxels inside a particular object are labeled as belonging to that object, otherwise they are considered as part of the background or other objects. Effectiveness is measured by fscore for three supervoxel resolutions, given the usual image sizes: low (N = 1000), medium (N = 5000), and high (N = 10000). Table I shows the results of this experiment, using a 64 bit, Core(TM) i7-3770K Intel(R) PC with CPU speed of 3.50GHz. It is not a surprise that ISF outperforms SLIC in effectiveness. However, SLIC is exploiting parallel computing 4 and given that SLIC-ISF is twice faster than ISF, their equivalence in performance above medium superpixel resolution is an excellent result. Another interesting observation is that ISF performs better for a value of α (α = 0.1) lower than 0.5 (i.e., more regular supervoxels).
Figures 8c-d show another example using ISF-GRID-MEAN, where the specification of 10 supervoxels using α = 0.5 segments the patella bone as one of the supervoxels.
B. Effectiveness in a high level application
When considering a high level application, such as superpixel-based image segmentation, the label assigment to superpixels follows some independent and automatic rule. In this section, we evaluate the performance of the best ISF method (ISF-MIX-MEAN) in this application, namely sky image segmentation, in comparison with the fastest method (SLIC) and the most competitive baseline (LSC). We use a simple yet effective sky segmentation algorithm, as presented in [3] . This algorithm uses the mean color of the superpixels and a threshold defined in the Lab color space to merge superpixels. The region (set of superpixels) in the top of the image that contains the larger number of pixels is selected as the sky region. Figure 9 shows the results of f-score for this experiment for varying number of superpixels. Again, ISF with α = 0.08 (more regular superpixels) performs better than the others.
The use of lower values of α in the segmentation of 3D MR images of the brain and in this application strongly suggests that superpixel regularity has some importance as well as boundary adherence. It is also interesting to observe that SLIC outperforms LSC in this application.
C. Efficiency
SLIC is acknowledged as one of the fastest superpixel segmentation methods [19] . In this section, we compare the processing times in one of the datasets (Berkeley) for the ISF methods used in the effectiveness experiments in 2D, using different superpixel resolutions and values of the parameter α, SLIC, LSC, and ERS (the two most competitive methods in Berkeley). Table II shows the average processing time in seconds of the methods, without taking into account the I/O operations and pre-processing (e.g. RGB to Lab conversion), and using the same machine specification for Table I. Note that the optimized code of ISF can run faster with higher number of superpixels and lower value of α (more regular superpixels). This can be explained by the use of the differential image foresting transform [48] , whose processing time is O (N log N ) where N is the number of pixels in the modified regions of the image. As the number of superpixels increases and their shapes become more compact, the sizes of the modified regions per iteration reduce. Note that ISF can be more efficient than LSC and ERS in general, and depending on the choices of α and number of superpixels, ISF can achieve processing time competitive with SLIC.
V. CONCLUSION
We present an iterative spanning forest (ISF) framework, based on sequences of image foresting transforms (IFTs) for the generation of superpixels based on different choices of seed sampling strategies, connectivity functions, adjacency relations, and seed recomputation strategies. We also introduce a new seed sampling strategy, which can provide better results than grid sampling for most datasets, and new connectivity functions for the IFT framework.
In the supplementary material, we prove that ISF converges and outputs connected superpixels -a property that avoids the post-processing step required in several other approaches. We also demonstrate by extensive experiments that the ISF superpixels can be computed fast with high value of boundary recall and low value of undersegmentation error, making ISF competitive or superior to several state-of-the-art methods in effectiveness and efficiency.
As shown, the compromise between boundary adherence and superpixel regularity in ISF can be controlled by choice of the parameter α in Equations 3 and 4. Indeed, more superpixel regularity has shown to be important for sky image segmentation and 3D MR image segmentation of the brain. This result requires further and more careful investigation. We also plan to develop a hierarchical iterative spanning forest (HISF) framework by applying the IFT algorithm recursively on the resulting region adjacency graphs of ISF at each level of the hierarchy. We believe that HISF can further speedup IFT-based superpixel/supervoxel segmentation and improve high level applications, such as active learning for superpixel classification.
VI. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
A. ISF Theoretical Properties
Now, we will discuss some theoretical properties of ISF. Let P induced by B (i.e., t i ∈ B, i = 1, . . . , n and (t i , t i+1 ) ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , n − 1).
Definition 2 (Optimum-Constrained Paths). A path πs
B t is optimum-constrained in B if f (πs B t) ≤ f (τ x B t) for any other constrained path τ x B t in B with the same destination node t. The notation * πs B t will be used to explicitly indicate an optimum-constrained path.
Based on these definitions, we have the following propositions:
Proposition 1 (Optimum-Constrained Path Trees by ISF). The spanning tree of each superpixel P i j computed by ISF with f , j = 1, . . . , k, is an Optimum-Constrained Path Tree in P i j . That is, the paths π Proposition 1 can be proved by noting that each superpixel P i j has an unique seed s i j and the function f becomes a smooth function [11] , in the subgraph induced by P i j , for this single seed.
Let the set of boundary pixels between neighboring superpixels for each superpixel P Basically, this proposition states that each superpixel P i j is surrounded by boundary pixels B(P i j ), which are equally or more strongly connected to their seeds s i j than to neighboring superpixels through any direct extension of their respective optimum-constrained paths. The proposition follows from the ordered propagation of the priority queue and from the fact that f is a non-decreasing function. We have two cases, depending on which pixel (t or s) is firstly removed from Q in Line 14. If t is removed prior to s, then we have that f (π
, since f is a nondecreasing function. Otherwise, if s is removed before t from Q, we have that f (π P s · s, t ) is surely evaluated in Line 17, since S(t) = Black. So f (π P t ) cannot be worse than f (π P s · s, t ), otherwise node t would have been conquered by the path π P s · s, t . Therefore, in both cases, we have f (π The generation of connected superpixels P i j can be proved by mathematical induction. In the base case, we have initially each superpixel P i j being composed exclusively by its corresponding seed s i j , which is obviously connected. Note that the seeds are initialized with the lowest possible cost (Lines 7-12), and thus are the first pixels to leave the priority queue Q.
The condition S(t) = Black in Line 16 guarantees that any pixel t in P i j cannot be later removed from P i j and added to another superpixel, since changes in the labelling L s (t) can only occur at Line 20. So in the inductive step, we have only to prove that the connectedness of P i j , j = 1, . . . , k, is preserved when a new node s is added to P i j , after it gets removed from Q in Lines 14-15. According to Lines 19-20, the predecessor P (s) of node s has its same label, i.e., L s (P (s)) = L s (s). Therefore, node s is necessarily connected to a superpixel P i j , where j = L s (s). The 4-neighborhood guarantees connected superpixels not only in the graph topology, but also in the image domain. This symmetric adjacency leads to a strongly connected digraph ensuring that all pixels are assigned to some superpixel. So, with the given choice of connectivity and adjacency, we guarantee generation of an image partition into connected superpixels.
C. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. For each iteration i, consider the functional F i :
where C i (t) denotes the connectivity map C computed by the IFT at its ith execution. For the new considered seeds, we have that: 
The superpixels P i+1 j computed in the next iteration are usually different from the previous P (11) Since each iterative step necessarily lowers the value of F i (F i+1 < F i ) and F i is lower bounded by zero (the cost of trivial paths from seeds), we have the proof of convergence. As we increase i, F i will converge to a local minimum.
Note that if for the next iteration i+1, the best seed leads to In the update step, for each superpixel P One possible way to handle this problem is by detecting the above situation on-the-fly and by adding new dummy seeds in these regions. By adding more seeds the function f always converges to a smooth function.
Note also that F i decreases as we add more seeds. The dummy seeds can later be promoted to real seeds and generate their own superpixels, or can be eliminated after the convergence, leaving their regions to be conquered by their neighboring superpixels at a last IFT execution.
